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Basic considerations for expert workshop I
The Workshop shall enable a discussion about one of the basic requirements to be considered
with the project Common Grounds for Referencing NQFs and SQFs to the EQF: The right basis
of referencing. Three types of contributions are envisaged:
1. Contributions about national/sectoral frameworks as such
(with regard to introductory notes I on and round table I)
2. Contributions about methodological approaches to interpret frameworks
(with regard to introductory notes II and round table II)
3. Contributions about creating conditions for a continuous debate on enhancing
referencing approaches - ideas for further procedure
(to be discussed in the final round table)
The following key questions serve as the major thread through for the overall expert workshop
with its different types of contributions and discussions on the main topic right basis of
referencing:
1. What are the starting points for setting up frameworks? Which kind of references to the
work process exist? How are the structures of work processes mirrored in the
frameworks? Over occupational profiles or other ensembles of required abilities?
Which are the relationships between descriptors? How far do the structures of the
frameworks favour, how far do they prevent “fragmentation of learning outcomes”?
What are the current links to the EQF?
2. Which problems deliver the starting point for the methodological approaches? How are
work processes considered? How are learning outcomes to be achieved derived from
work processes and how far does this solve the problems encountered? How far do
different approaches imply a critical position to the EQF?
3. Ideas should focus on sustainable structures for further promising debates, answering
the following questions: How can relevant stakeholders be gained to participate
continuously in such a debate? Which technical/financial/organisational requirements
have to be fulfilled for this purpose?
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